ngel Mist Park at Flying Horse is the place to be on
the first and third Thursday of each month this
summer. Enjoy everything from Country and Pop to
Doo-Wop, Blues, Reggae Fusion, and more. All concerts
are free! Food trucks will be onsite and lawn chairs &

FREE CONCERTS
EVERY 1ST & 3RD
THURSDAY

picnic suppers are encouraged.

JUNE 6, 2019
Rain & inclement weather postpones or reschedules
concerts. For more information contact the Flying Horse
HOA office at 719-389-0700.
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Angel Mist Park at Flying Horse
13509 Silverton Road, Colorado Springs, CO 80921

Balanced Rock
JULY 18, 2019

Slopeside
AUGUST 1, 2019

FLYING HORSE SUMMER CONCERT SERIES SPONSORED BY:

John Weeks Band
AUGUST 15, 2019

ZYZZYX

JULY 4, 2019
BALANCED ROCK

AUGUST 1, 2019
JOHN WEEKS BAND

ACADEMY JAZZ
ENSEMBLE

BALANCED ROCK instrumentation

The John Weeks Band is an eclectic

includes the blend of acoustic and electric

and fluid mix of musicians who bring

The AJE is a professional big band

guitars, combined with the smooth vibe of

serious energy, boundless

whose mission is to explore and

the bass and drums, comprise the musical

enthusiasm, killer chops, a groove to

preserve the music of America’s

line up of the band. Balanced Rock takes

die for and big-time fun to every

original art form. Our repertoire

their American musical roots and blends

show they do. It’s blues and it moves!

spans from rare and historical big

several genres to produce their twist on

Take the blues, ship it to Europe and

band works to some of the newest

rock & roll, reminiscent of old school

Australia, mix it up, shake it around,

original music for contemporary jazz

influences combined with new-age

add killer groove and you get the

bands. Our music book represents

acoustic pop. The band’s signature song,

sound and flavor of the John Weeks

the passion and poise this ensemble

Ready to Roll, is a biographical depiction

Band.

brings to the stage. This passion

inspired by their drummer and his delight

makes the Academy Jazz Ensemble a

discovering the nuances of the percussion

unique voice in the Jazz community.

musical instrument called the Cajon, and

JUNE 06, 2019

his new set of challenges mastering the

JUNE 20, 2019
THE BURNT LIPS

wooden box.

AUGUST 15, 2019
ZYZZYX
ZYZZYX is a funk, rock and dance
band who’ve been performing
together since 2005. A powerhouse

Lips Band is “FUN”. This legendary

JULY 18, 2019
SLOPESIDE

band, with its own unique blend of

Distinctive, Fun, Dynamic, Professional.°The

of music. Each member of the band—

Reggae, Rock, Jazz, and Blues, has

music of the Colorado-based band

DeAnn Dickinson, Tony Dickinson,

been enjoyed by millions worldwide.

Slopeside carves a unique niche in the Mile

William Eliason, Travis Moberg, and

For decades the “Lips” have delivered

High music scene with an eclectic blend of

Tracy Reichenbach, are highly

professional, high energy harmonies,

rock, blues and pop. The band has been

talented individuals, and when

driving rhythms, and mesmerizing

performing everywhere from intimate

performing as a group, their talents

horn lines. It is a show not to be

clubs to large amphitheaters throughout

combine to produce a truly

missed.

the state and region since 2005.

electrifying show.

Summed up into one word, The Burnt

of musical talent, ZYZZYX brings
energy and fun to their unique blend

FREE CONCERTS EVERY
1ST & 3RD THURSDAY

6PM - 8PM
FlyingHorseColorado.com

CONCERTS AT

ANGEL MIST
PARK
IN FLYING HORSE

